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Co-Editors’ Note

Samuel E. Chiang and William Coppedge

Orality and the Arts in the Early Church

T

he multi-faceted nature of communication, specifically orality,
continues to surprise and delight us. One specific area inviting further
exploration is that of the relationship between orality and the arts in the
growth of the Early Church.

For many coming from cultures heavily influenced by print-based
communication paradigms, consideration of orality and the arts
among the Early Church feels counter-intuitive.1 Often in light of the
Reformation and the subsequent Evangelical emphasis on the sacred
text of scripture, it becomes easy to project a printed mindset back
onto previous generations’ experience with God’s word. This mentality
ends up reflecting, usually unintentionally, a form of communication
snobbery. But for us to better understand the relationship of orality, the
arts and contemporary mission praxis, we need to better understand
that orality and artistic expression—specifically creative elements
like oral performance—would have been central to the Early Church’s
communication practice.2
For example an argument can be made that many of the New Testament
writings were either transcripts collected from oral performances or
they were composed orally through dictation and then written down
but for the purpose of being orally performed. 3 Therefore most of
the Early Church (some argue as much as 95 percent) experienced
the scriptures not by reading but through oral performance.4 Is oral
performance exactly what Paul had in mind when he recommended
that the churches of Colosse and Laodicea were to “read” each other’s
letters “in the church”? 5 These “readings” would have been both
an oral and an artistic communication experience involving a text
but also a performer, the audience, and a shared communal space.
Therefore while more needs to be investigated, our own interest in
the interrelationships between oral, artistic, and textual discourse
seems to have clear biblical precedent.
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In the Spring 2016 edition of the Orality Journal, volume one in a
two-part series on Orality and the Arts, we focused our attention
on exploring the power of artistic expression for capturing and
transforming people’s lives. This first volume sought to demonstrate
how twenty-first century Christians are allowing the arts, whether
henna, dance, or visual art to “orally” speak, visualizing what
are so often invisible spiritual realities. We saw that culturally
adapted artistic expressions, many oral in nature, are creating liminal
spaces—spiritual thresholds, through which people can encounter
new understandings of salvation and restoration available through
Jesus Christ.
While having established the power of the arts for transformation in
volume one, the reality remains that many practitioners today need
equipping for contemporary communication challenges. How does one
integrate the arts, a strong commitment to the biblical text, worship of
the Triune God and contextual mission praxis among oral-preferenced
communicators? This Autumn 2016 edition of the Orality Journal
provides a continuation of volume one, seeking to address this broader
practical question from a variety of different perspectives.
The International Orality Network (ION) deeply appreciates the
hard work of International Council for Ethnodoxologists (ICE) in
their bringing together yet again a tremendous cache of resources,
this time for equipping people for adopting and adapting the arts into
their own ministry contexts. Like many first-century audiences, ICE
recognizes many people today still prefer oral methodologies, even if
they have been impacted by print. Communication practices like silent
encounters with the biblical text or mono-tonal readings are limited in
ways that can impact today’s audiences. Therefore for those who are
only tentatively experimenting with the arts for the first time or for
those who are fully convinced of their transformative impact, these
articles provide catalytic ideas as well as the practical nuts and bolts
for equipping those interested in incorporating artistic expression into
their own oral communication practices.
From its origins, Christianity has seen orality and the arts as integral
for communication. Like the Early Church, we desire that people from
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every tribe, tongue, people and nation will be able to hear, receive,
believe and obey the good news of Jesus Christ.
May the Holy Spirit give us creativity and courage as we seek to
follow the early Christians’ example in communicating Jesus Christ
in today’s world.
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David Rhoads, “Performance Criticism: An Emerging Methodology in Second
Testament Studies--Part I,” Biblical Theology Bulletin: A Journal of Bible and
Theology 36, no. 3 (2006): 118–34; David Rhoads, “Performance Criticism: An
Emerging Methodology in Second Testament Studies--Part II,” Biblical Theology
Bulletin: A Journal of Bible and Theology 36, no. 4 (2006): 164–84.
1

For another helpful introduction to communication practices in first-century
Christianity, see P.J.J. Botha, Orality and Literacy in Early Christianity, Biblical
Performance Criticism (Eugene: Cascade Books, 2012).
2

Carol Harrison, The Art of Listening in the Early Church (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2013), 1.
3

Rhoads, “Performance Criticism: An Emerging Methodology in Second Testament
Studies--Part I,” 118.
4

Colossians 4:16

5
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Note from Guest Editors
Katie Hoogerheide and James R. Krabill

Katie Hoogerheide serves as associate director of the Center for Excellence in
World Arts in Dallas, Texas. The overseas experiences particularly influencing
her work include time spent living, working, and traveling in Europe, the
Middle East, and South Africa. In addition, she draws from work and
graduate studies in organ performance, ethnoarts, linguistics, and pedagogy.
A member of the International Council of Ethnodoxologists, she also works
as associate editor for the Global Forum on Arts and Christian Faith.
James R. Krabill served from 1978–1996 as a Mennonite mission worker
teaching Bible and church history in oral culture settings among Africaninitiated churches in West Africa. Currently serving as Senior Executive
for Global Ministries with the Mennonite Mission Network, Krabill
has authored or edited various works, including Music in the Life of the
African Church (with Roberta King and others, 2008) and Worship and
Mission for the Global Church: An Ethnodoxology Handbook (2013).
And the things you have heard me say in the
presence of many witnesses entrust to reliable
people who will also be qualified to teach others.
2 Tim. 2:2 NIV

esilience! All of us who invest energy into people or projects like to
see our work prosper. We love to see individuals, communities, and
initiatives grow in strength and in their ability to weather times of hardship.
When the cause involves the Kingdom of God, our hearts burn even hotter
with the desire to see the gospel message not just firmly rooted, but also
thriving within cultures around the world.
How can we encourage such resilience in the communities we serve? How
can we support others in pursuing peace, justice, and God himself? The
International Council of Ethnodoxologists (ICE) once again joins with
the International Orality Network (ION) in seeking wisdom on these
and similar questions. Earlier this year, ICE guest edited a first volume
on arts and orality for the Orality Journal, where we explored just how
significantly the arts impact communication.1 In this second volume, we
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pursue questions of longevity and durability by sharing current practices
in equipping people to invigorate their ministries with the arts.
Drawing from her research on an oral storytelling genre, Robin Harris
proposes two keys for promoting resilience in arts traditions: (1) ongoing
innovation and (2) provision for transmission.2 In other words, two of
our top priorities include encouraging the creation of local arts and
empowering others to carry out and pass on best practices for engaging
the arts in ministry. The articles in this volume specifically highlight both
of these intentions.
Whether you seek equipping for ministry for yourself or for others,
we trust you will find a wealth of inspiration, ideas, and resources
within these pages. Accompany Cornelius as he prepares artists for
an oral arts festival in India (Bowman, “Celebrating the Word”).
Get your creative juices flowing with practical ideas for integrating
storytelling, songs, paintings, sculptures, drama, and other visuals
into preaching (Scheuermann). Find out how participating in “Arts
for a Better Future” can energize your ministry, no matter what your
involvement with the arts (Schrag). Listen to Jeremias’ story and learn
how he uses the arts to support the church in Guinea-Bissau (Sanha
& Bauson). Join in a rich exploration of the mentoring relationship
(Hall-Heimbecker).
Effective equipping for ministry involves a wide variety of facets. Logan
and Hall-Heimbecker emphasize RELATING to those with whom we
work, and, most importantly, to the One who gives us the strength
and grace to invest in the Kingdom in the first place. We placed these
articles first because establishing respectful and mutual relationships is
the starting point for any work we do. In a similar vein, Rajendran &
Harris, Sanha & Bauson, and Goffe & Harris highlight the importance
of DIALOGUING, which includes listening to the stories, thoughts,
and dreams of others. Schrag, Hollingsworth & Negrão, and Saurman
present helpful tools and tips in the articles on TRAINING. Neeley,
Scheuermann, and Rowe provide suggestions for INTEGRATING the arts
into the fabric of community life. Reggy, Stahl, and both of Bowman’s
articles share on-the-ground accounts of IMPLEMENTING the arts in
orality ministries—equipping in action.
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Cross-cultural work often comes fraught with tensions surrounding
respect, perceived authority, control, power, and colonialism. Some
months ago, a woman from a non-majority country expressed to us
her frustration that the missionaries “first told us that we couldn’t
use our arts, and now they tell us we should.” What a reproof! Logan
provides a much-needed balance to this hegemonic posture with her
thoughts on the art of silence. We are also glad to include a wide
range of global voices in this volume. Our authors were born on five
of the six populated continents, and they have also worked on five of
the six. In addition to these direct voices, Stahl brings us a wealth of
reported perspectives from an increasingly influential group of women
in South Asia.
Read these contributions, study their main points, learn from new
perspectives. Perhaps your next workshop could benefit from Hollingsworth
& Negrão’s highly practical set of considerations for organization. Perhaps
Rowe’s suggestions for creatively sharing scripture will infuse your next
worship service with new life. Reggy’s account may inspire you to enrich
scripture memory in your own context with the arts. Neeley’s ideas may
increase your confidence in commissioning new artistic works. Saurman’s
worship wheel may enhance your future discussions with others on the
breadth of applications of their local arts in worship. Perhaps you never
thought of the concept of “bringing our real selves” into worship (Goffe &
Harris) or considered learning how to use the arts to help people recover
from trauma (Rajendran & Harris).
Whatever your situation, we pray this volume will increase resilience
in your ministry by sparking creativity (innovation) and by providing
resources for engaging the arts with others (transmission). As in our first
volume, we encourage you to maximize the influence of the people within
the community you serve, whether that community represents your own
culture or another. We repeat here the closing section of Bowman’s article
(“Scripture Alive”), a paragraph that we believe encapsulates the collective
desire of both ICE and ION:
I believe our greatest challenge is not how to train and equip, but
to believe. We must recognize with complete and unwavering faith
that those with whom we work in the field are more than capable of
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doing anything they set their minds to. When they are inspired and
fulfilled by their own God-given, culturally relevant talents, they will
take that same vision to their peers, and this momentous progress
toward indigenous, creative worship in the worldwide church will
be unstoppable.

View this first volume at orality.net/library/journals/volume-5-number-1/.

1

Read more about Harris’ research and ideas on resilience in her book about
the death and rebirth of the Siberian oral epic tradition, olonkho (University of
Illinois Press, forthcoming).
2
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Mentoring Artists
Sue Hall-Heimbecker1

Sue Hall-Heimbecker, with Wycliffe Bible Translators and Pioneers
International, lived and worked in rural and urban West Africa (Ghana,
Senegal, and The Gambia) from 1996 to 2006. She loved the people, music,
and big dresses. Now based in multi-cultural Calgary, Canada, Sue is a stayat-home mom and supports arts in mission through writing and seminars.
The Kingdom of God is not about one or two people “doing the
stuff”—it’s about going for it in ministry with all we have, all the
while seeking to pass on as much as we can to those we see beginning
to flourish around us. And in turn, urging them to do the same with
others they see being raised up. This is the economy of the Kingdom.2

M

entoring sits at the heart of
the values that belong to the
Kingdom of God. Jesus mentored
his disciples over several years of
life-sharing intimacy. Paul urged
his protégé Timothy to teach
reliable people who would be
able to pass on what they knew to
others. Investing in the lives and
ministries of other believers is an
expression of the love of God in
our hearts, whether these are local
believers or cross-cultural workers.
Surely, as people concerned with
the increase of the glory of God
through worship brought by all
the nations, we can’t afford to
ignore these patterns of training,
encouraging, and envisioning which
are suggested to us by scripture.
This article draws on the
experiences of many mentors and
learners in the field of missionary

arts to offer practical insights
into the “whys” and “hows” of
growing the next generation of
ethnodoxologists. It comes at
the questions from a Christian
perspective, seeking to integrate
our lives as whole people into our
work in mission and ministry in
the arts, and includes our concern
for developing expatriate,
cross-cultural, and own-culture
worship catalysts.
Throughout these reflections,
the term mentor will be used for
the more experienced teacher,
and learner for the one primarily
learning, although it is clear
that a mentoring relationship is
reciprocal, with both participants
bringing experience and input to the
relationship. I am mostly assuming
that both the mentor and the learner
are Christians, although some
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ideas could be used to help a nonChristian artist grow in his or her
gifts and depth of life with God.

What Is Mentoring?
Mentoring happens when one
person makes himself/herself and
her life experiences, and attitudes,
knowledge, skills, and resources
available to another for the purpose
of maximizing that person’s
growth in his/her life setting,
communicating not only taskinformation but life skills, values
and character. (Larrie Gardner)3
Although mentoring is a
contemporary buzz word, the
concept of a more experienced
person walking alongside a learner
is an established one. This may be
in a formal relationship, such as
one with a supervisor within an
organization, or it may flow more
informally through a network of
connections and communication.
However it is structured, the
foundation of mentoring is
character formation rather than
just teaching knowledge or skills.
For missionary artists, skills and
character development happen on
a practical and everyday life level.
This is God-initiated, and we model,
teach, and discover together what
God is doing. Effective ministry
flows out of our being right with
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God and others. Mentors encourage
learners in different activities, and
then teach based on an actual event
or experience. The aim is to focus
on the way God has already gifted
the person and to discover how
that gifting fits into the Body of
Christ rather than seeking to mold
the learner to a predetermined
form. Success is defined in terms
of growth, learning, and character
formation, rather than outward
signs of success and productivity—
although the latter are much easier
to measure!
Mentoring may appear to slow
things down. We might say, “It is
so much easier and much less timeconsuming to just do the job by
myself.” But this perspective is short
term, and neglects the Kingdom
values of drawing alongside others
for multiplication and discipleship.
The mentoring relationship is
essentially a mutual one—mentors
benefit and grow in multiple ways
as they invest in the life of learners,
who in turn grow and mature to
be ready to pass on what they have
learned to the next generation.
Besides communicating particular
knowledge, skills, and attitudes,
the role of a mentor includes
guidance in planning future career
paths and evaluating the strengths
and weaknesses of the learner. Such
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evaluation may be one of the most
challenging areas for the mentor,
but it is one of the most helpful
things to enable future and longterm growth.

What Aspects Should a
Mentoring Relationship
Include?
I suggest the following as essential
ingredients in a mentoring
relationship:
• Caring for and listening to the
learner in all areas of concern,
not just work
• Sharing of self with learner at
appropriate times and drawing
on own experiences
• Encouraging the learner
• Humility, including sharing of
mistakes made
• Modeling, including task and
vision, and demonstrating a
balanced lifestyle
• Patience, for gaining a more
complete understanding of
the learner’s concerns and for
being able to make appropriate
suggestions or comments
• Ongoing interest and
involvement with the learner
after any formal relationship
is ended4
The mentoring model is built on
authentic relationships, which
require an investment of energy
and time. With an open and honest
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relationship base, it is possible to
notice teachable moments and
reflect together about what God is
doing. This in turn leads to learning
how to respond to the learner.
According to Larry Gardner,
“An effective mentoring program
is based on relationship, and
relationship cannot be developed
without personal interaction.”5

What Are the Characteristics of
a Mentor?
Below are some of the
characteristics of a good mentor.
Even though none of us will meet
these ideals completely, it is good to
keep on moving towards them as we
mature in our faith and ministry:6
• Deep spiritual life flowing from
a desire to please God and obey
his word
• Humility
• Respect and kindness for other
people
• Integrity and trustworthiness
• Moral purity
• Good ego strength—secure
enough to be free from selfpreoccupation, give credit to
others, and take responsibility
for failure and bounce back
• Teachable, committed to
perpetual learning and growth
• Analytical and reflective
• Visionary, honoring the past but
not shackled to it or committed
to copy it
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Who Should We Be Mentoring?
Along the way we are likely to be in
mentoring relationships with both
expatriate cross-cultural workers
and local church members. Many
of the things to think about are
similar for both these groups. Below
are people who might benefit:
1. Someone with an interest and/or
training in arts and mission who
can come to you for a shortterm visit (e.g., one to six weeks)
2. A student requiring an
internship for part of a course
with specific goals (Remember
the importance of helping the
student grow in faith as well as
working along with the course
requirements)
3. A long-term worker in arts and
mission who needs some field
experience first (This would
be the longest internship,
typically at least six months of
interactions and conversations;
some of these relationships can
happen long distance if need be)
4. Someone interested in arts
and worship, probably a local
believer whom you can meet
with regularly but informally
over a long period of time
Local believers who may benefit
from mentoring include church
leaders, indigenous missionaries
serving their own ethnic group or
cross-culturally, worship leaders

Sue Hall-Heimbecker

and musicians, those involved
in media recordings, and others
whom God brings with a vision
for indigenous worship and music.
Many mentoring relationships
emerge out of groups of
participants at workshops, where
individuals approach the staff
members for follow up later on.
There are also situations where
workers have taken the initiative to
invite an individual to a workshop/
teaching opportunity or to join him
or her for a research trip in order
to pursue mentoring goals with
that individual. Several experienced
mentors aim to always include a
local co-worker as a learner or coleader in every workshop situation
in order to maximize the number
of people having input into and
being exposed to God’s work in
developing indigenous arts, since
this vision should ideally be owned
by the local church.
Such training and mentoring can
also happen in a more formalized
setting, such as a seminary program
in a country where the mentor
works with students sent from
a college in another country for
a learning experience. However,
again it is often the practical
aspects and skills that are most
helpful to these educated people.
The academic/practical balance has
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proven to be very important, as
many local believers report, “Oh,
this is how it looks when you do it!”

What Do We Want to Share with
Learners?
“We must recognize that mentoring,
no matter how well motivated
and skillful, will not always be
successful. We cannot develop
people; we can only facilitate
development and offer help when
they want it.”7 Praying that they
will accept the help of God and
others is the starting place!
Although the lists below start with
knowledge items, it is likely the
attitudes list that is most important
for a person desiring to serve God
through the arts. A mentor will
pray for God to help build these
aspects into each learner, and will
find creative ways to help him or
her grow in each area. (Note: these
lists are not complete, but they do
provide some initial ideas.)
Knowledge:
• Field of ethnoarts: scope of
the field and specific areas of
interest
• Biblical studies: including the
place of arts and worship in
the life of God’s people and the
character of a disciple
• Applied ethnoarts: for
missiology/church work
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• Arts theory
• Analysis theory
• Regional studies: of arts and
culture from the secular and
religious literature
• Religious studies: of non-Christian
and non-evangelical faith
traditions in the area of interest
• Research tools: including key
textual and Internet resources
• Appropriate technology: for
recording and media production
• Language learning: for clear
communication in the local area
and the region
Skills:
• Planning and budgeting skills: for
planning use of time and resources
for projects and workshops
alongside other responsibilities
• Relational skills: e.g., working
with local teachers and sources,
or affirming the contributions of
all participants in a workshop
• Research skills: how to do arts/
social research through reading
others’ research and conducting
original research
• Arts performance skills: beginning
to learn how to perform a local
instrument, dance, drama, poetry,
or song style
• Facilitation skills: for aiding
group discussion of local people
• Application and guidance skills:
how to present options and
guide local people in making
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artistic applications of research
according to biblical standards
Teaching skills: being able
to teach and interpret what
the Bible says about arts and
worship in the most appropriate
form and style for the context
and the group
Technology skills: how to
record art forms—audio and
video—and often how to edit
and duplicate recordings in
both formal and nonstudio settings
Documentation
skills: how to write
up a report and/
or article; how to
document work with
photos and video for
a range of different
audiences; how to
archive recorded
resources
Life skills: balancing life and
ministry in a healthy way

Attitudes:
• A p p re c i a t i o n :
va l u i n g
indigenous worship and
Christian arts
• Growth: desire to continue
to grow as a worshiper and a
disciple
• Humility: in the face of other
peoples’ cultures and art forms
• Partnership: where the
contributions of different

•
•
•

•
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specialists are valued (e.g.,
composers/writers, Bible
students, technology masters,
performers)
Flexibility
Willingness to learn: continually
Openness: willing to work with
a variety of Christian groups
and churches, as well as nonChristian contacts
Understanding: of own role and
contribution to make to the field

Mentoring Local Colleagues
Mentoring local colleagues must
be a serious focus for missionary
artists in terms of both multiplying
themselves as the church grows and
discipling believers whom God
brings their way. In a sense, every
interaction with a local believer
informally or during a workshop
is an opportunity to be intentional
about mentoring them, envisioning
them, and developing their
knowledge, skills, and attitudes
(see above).
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However, there will be some who are
more motivated, gifted, or available
into whom we can invest more time
and energy, in turn receiving from
them insights into the practice of
missionary arts in the local context
that are hidden from outsiders.
Such relationships will stretch
workers in their abilities to relate
well across cultures, since cultural
distances between themselves and
the environments in which they
work are generally greater than
those within missionary teams.
Frank Robbins comments that
“developing relationships for
effective mentoring across such
cultural differences involves a depth
of cultural learning and being
mentored on our part that is far
beyond just training” in specific
knowledge or skills.8 Mentors
also need to be acutely aware of
the power imbalances that exist
in intercultural relationships and
to act appropriately.

Cross-cultural Aspects
Cross-cultural aspects of arts in
mission are important to teach and
model with local learners as well
as expatriate ones. Many national
church workers are assigned or
called to work outside their own
ethnolinguistic area and may be
lacking in training and crosscultural awareness. This can even
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be true for those working among
their own people who have had
Western models of church and
ministry taught to them, or who
have never had the opportunity to
reflect in depth on their own culture
and language.
It is vital for the learner to go more
deeply into the language and the
culture with which they work.
There are ways to equip them to
think through aspects that they
need to understand and access
for a more effective ministry (e.g.,
by asking strategic questions or
offering research tools). Mentors
have worked with many who began
to dig deeper into the culture and
the language and had dramatic
revelations about more effective
and meaningful ways to present the
word of God to both those inside
and outside the church, including
through the arts.

Mentoring and Encouraging
Mentoring is not just to help
a person assess how they are
doing in practical terms. The real
foundational stuff is all about
character. A good mentor helps
you evaluate the state of your
heart, and helps you move on to
higher heart standards. They speak
into areas that might otherwise go
unchecked—not to condemn but
to cultivate.9
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Prayer is a key feature of mentoring
relationships. Encouraging a lonely
believer in his or her passion for
worship and raising up others
to join him or her happens
primarily through shared
prayer. Often, we start to see
a group of learners develop. It
is exciting when an expatriate
church worker has the original
vision, but several local church
leaders (e.g., a poet, composer,
musician, etc.) then develop
the vision together. In this
type of situation, the mentor
would work with the local team
for follow up. Other times, mentors
work with just one lone believer
who has a passion and vision, and
they pray together for ways to grow
others towards this same passion.
Artist mentors have seen a team of
passionate worship-encouragers
grow out of prayer.
Encouraging the learner in his or
her walk with Christ is perhaps
the most fundamental aspect of
mentoring. Without this sense
of being gifted as a worshiper
first, and a minister or artist
second, the learner could be
headed for dangerous waters
where performance takes priority
over right living. This will mean
spending significant time with
the learner (see “Many Ways
to Mentor” below for ideas on
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mentoring formats) and being very
honest with them as you look at
scripture together.

How Do I Mentor?
There are many ways to mentor
another person. Admittedly,
matters of location (physical
distance from mentor), chemistry
(not everyone likes their mentor/
supervisor or will disclose more
personal thoughts to them), and
trust (some people trust no one and
feel no need to change) affect how
you will be able to mentor. You need
to work through these issues as you
connect with a potential learner
in order for the mentoring to be
profitable (see sidebar for more
ideas on formats for mentoring).
Once you have someone to mentor,
begin by spending time together.
• Dream together, pray together,
and make some goals together
for the learner’s growth
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• Take the learner with you
to meetings and workshops
and give him or her a role—
prepare him or her and debrief
afterwards
• Explain to the person how you
are making decisions
• Pray together some more
• Read the Bible together, for
personal growth and to
grow in vision for the arts
and faith
• Pass on readings that will be
interesting to the learner
• Encourage the person in his or
her strengths and in taking new
risks of faith
• Help the learner to grow
closer to Jesus and become
a more heartfelt worshiper,
using all of his or her gifts
for God
• Look at the above lists
of knowledge, skills, and
attitudes with the learner, and
design a plan to research the
arts in the area that interests
him or her10
• Have dinner together, if possible
• Take a research trip together
• Lend the person some of your
books and recordings
• Invite a friend to make music,
poetry, or drama together
• Help the person begin to mentor
someone else
• And keep on with this as long
as it is helpful
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The Role of Workshops in
Training Learners
Not every practicing arts
missionary is actively involved
in workshop settings. This is
especially true of those working
in a pre-evangelism or prechurch setting, or those focusing
on one ethnic group with
alternative strategies. However,
many missionary artists do
find themselves ministering in
workshops of different kinds
(e.g., arts discovery or song
composition). Many mentors
express the benefits for sharing
their workshop involvement with
learners as a part of their learning
experience, alongside other
strategies. One mentor comments:
A village time for field
research and a workshop
is a good combination.
Learners should be open to
thinking about all aspects
of ethnoarts. For instance,
before the trip one learner
didn’t think that leading
workshops was “real
ethnomusicology.” But
instead of the [field research]
being the highlight, the
learner was most blessed by
the workshop week. Reading
helps, but cannot cement a
new idea before it’s been
experienced.
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Another underlines: “Actually
‘doing’ workshops is in my opinion
the most important aspect of any
mentoring . . . The only way to
learn what works and what doesn’t
is to try it.” The workshop can be
an ideal training ground in which
multiple layers of mentoring can
take place with short-termers,
long-termers, local colleagues, etc.
Experienced leaders can allow
learners to observe and then take
a turn in leading. Time set aside
for planning together beforehand
and for at least daily debriefing
during the workshop is crucial
to the success of the mentoring
aspects of the workshop, as is
clear delineation of each person’s
role in the workshop and effective
communication. Giving people
a real part to play, especially
if it pushes them beyond their
comfort zone while backup and
encouragement is offered, allows
real growth in a safe environment.
Using modular, practical teaching
in workshops can help learners
and give a basis for more indepth teaching for those who are
especially interested. Materials
may need to be translated into
national or minority languages
in order for this to be possible.
Grappling with biblical and
cultural information helps to
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integrate theory and practice
for learners, and can give them a
passion to share this with others.
Workshops can be a place for
communicating vision to an intern/
learner, where the reality of the joy
of seeing people coming to worship
from the heart is experienced.
They are also a cauldron where
the temperature is raised and
the mentor’s true character can
show under the pressures of rapid
changes, unexpected happenings,
and fresh complications. Seeing a
mentor react in a godly way under
stress can teach lessons which
weeks of “safe” interactions will
never communicate.

Many Ways to Mentor
One mentor, many learners.
Over two years, one trained
ethnomusicologist in West Africa
began to encourage several local
believers as well as eight expatriate
workers—including Shari—with
an interest in the arts. He invited
them to come along to workshops
and gave them increasing
responsibilities; he shared readings,
discussions, and recordings with
them to help them grow in their
understanding of how God was at
work through the arts. This took
a lot of his energy and time, but
at least seven of those mentored
during this time are still active in
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missionary ethnomusicology and
related ministries: long-term fruit.
Long-distance mentoring. Shari
was beginning work in a new
country where there were no
other arts missionaries. She asked
her organizational supervisor,
Joe, to help her for the first few
years by scheduling regular calls,
emails, and suggested readings and
activities. Joe had a lot of good
experience in the arts, but lived
on the other side of the continent.
Modern communications made it
possible for him to be in touch with
Shari often and in an appropriate
way despite their age and gender
differences. Joe was grateful for
Shari’s enthusiasm and new
perspectives, which in turn inspired
him in his work.
Life sharing mentoring. Once
Shari had been working for a while
with Joe’s support, she agreed to
host Maimuna, a young woman
finishing Bible school who wanted
to experience arts ministry in the
mission field. Maimuna was from
another country and culture, so
she and Shari talked a lot about
how to help each other. Because
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they were both single, they decided
to live together and share as much
as possible of their life and work.
This meant spending a lot of time
together in prayer as well as Bible
study, talking about arts readings,
and challenging each other to love
God and people more.
They also took trips for research
and held workshops together,
planning and debriefing. They
divided up the work to be done,
with Shari giving Maimuna more
support for her tasks, as needed.
Maimuna invested a lot of energy
in learning the trade language and
in building great relationships with
local musicians she met during the
year she was with Shari. A few years
later she got married and took up
a new arts assignment in another
location with her husband.
By incorporating intentional
mentoring, whether formally or
non-formally, into our ministry
contexts, we can offer guidance,
evaluation, and encouragement to
artists, who play such a unique role
in communicating the Christian
message. The question remains:
“Who does God want me to mentor?”
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